
 On the first semester, a challenge has been made: to develop an urban project, set between the “Torre 

de Belém” and the “Foz do Jamor”, which would enable and allow a deeper connection between the City 

and the Sea. 

 From the evident lack of a proper waterfront between Algés and Cruz Quebrada came, as a necessity, the 

idea to focus on that particular area, if one was to contribute to make “Lisbon: the City of the Sea”. 

The first proposal was oriented to solve the discontinuity imposed by the train and road infrastructure. In 

order to mitigate its hindering effect on people’s mobility, the proposition consists on setting the four 

lanes of Avenida Marginal south of the railroad, allowing traffic to flow uninterruptedly to CRIL in Algés. 

In addition, a tunnel to enable automobiles direct access to the waterfront from Algés was designed, 

directing traffic created by CRIL’s exit. 

The second main proposition came from a thorough assessment of both Oeiras’ PDM and the other 

projects concerning this intervention area: by connecting Lisbon’s great urban parks, Monsanto and 

Jamor, through a series of public and private spaces, both new and renewed, people, already stimulated 

by the new mobility options, would live, work, partake in cultural activities or, simply, leisurely stroll about 

the area, invigorating it and allowing those parks to fully serve their purpose. 

Last but not least, a landfill on the waterfront was contrived to sustain the construction of the 

infrastructures that would further and definitely envelop the City in its neighboring Sea: new docks 

(requalifying the Pedrouço’s one at the same time) and adjacent support buildings to allow maritime 

leisure and competition sports or other activities; buildings oriented to give heed to all the increasing 

permanent and temporary population needs (such as a fish market or numerous restaurants and shops); 

a variety of housing and services buildings; an hotel and a Sea Center; an urban park not only to stage the 

NOS Alive festival but also to enable other cultural, artistic or sports activities; an elevated over the 

railroad square to help people in their mobilization towards the Sea. 

Following this urban project and the City-Sea communication it proposed to deepen, on the second 

semester the focus was the detailed development of both the waterfront hotel and the Cruz Quebrada 

Sea Centre, always pursuing the objective of helping Lisbon become the City of the Sea. 

Materializing such idea, the two dimensions are linked on a scale relation at a formal and functional level 

on the relationship between the private hotel and its adjacent public dock and maritime square: the 

ground floor of the hotel is open to the latter, being also an actual part of the boardwalk; the private and 

public spaces, the City and the Sea, become one. 

In order to further entwine the City and its Sea, a Square is designed to link the road above, the hotel to 

the left, the Sea Center to the right and the Sea at the bottom, serving physically and metaphorically as 

the concurrent point between these realities by slowly descending from the frantic street City level onto 

the calm Sea.  



Finally, looking increasingly closer to the details regarding this new continuity at the waterfront, the visual 

respect was not forgotten, playing an important role in conveying sensations, feelings and emotions as it 

always does. By creating visual relations between public and private spaces, the infrastructures, and more 

importantly the people they serve, appear closer, feel closer and, therefore, are closer to one another: 

there are vertical voids from the public ground to the top level, numerous viewpoint areas, windows and 

entrances; the paralelepipedic volume of the hotel, comprised of private bedrooms, is set perpendicularly 

towards and above the Sea. 
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